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Esther Sun  WWP( West Windsor Peeps )

Esther Sun
https://planetprinceton.com/2020/12/03/in-princeton-junction-a-chinese-dissident-faces-
harassment-as-part-of-a-disinformation-campaign-by-a-billionaire-with-close-ties-to-steve-
bannon/?fbclid=IwAR3tzjRVk9BdaciWHuUA0UCPwu8oYOOiDWUpFmvikIW2tMDdtVJjYcvPjYg

In Princeton Junction, a Chinese...
planetprinceton.com

Alok Sharma
Also, in the meeting Mr Biao Teng has been offered free office space to conduct his classes if he
feels intimidated and the protestors make it impossible for him and his family to live a normal life.
Thanks Yingchao Zhang for the offer.

Joe Lewis
The "ring leader" lives in the township and owns a Ferarii. 

Still going though my video to see if I can find out more.

Jim Solloway
Joe Lewis he might be lying through his teeth

Joe Lewis
And he might be telling the truth. There's no way to know for sure. That's why its important to treat
what they are saying seriously.

Yingchao Zhang

December 8 at 8:24 AM · 

Some of township neighbors met Monday night via zoom to discuss ways we can help Mr Biao Teng’s family.
(Reference to earlier posts regarding the harassment happening outside of the house every day for a period of time).
The agreement is to not engage with those people so there is no audience. In parallel to find security experts to help
ID the ring leaders and determine possible legal options.
Police is well aware of the issue.
Article for reference posted in comment
 — with Alok Sharma and Yingchao Zhang.
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Joe Lewis he showed his driver’s license to a friend next to me while hiding from me - since he
claimed I’m a CCP spy and would report him. My friend said the address is Flushing, NY.
However, it’s possible for him to rent an apt here to make his daily commute easier. But he’s
definitely not a long term resident.

Joe Lewis
Yeah. My community is working on finding and translating the stream that they were working
from- gonna take some time though but there are only a few places where that stream could have
existed.

Donna Gupko Brath
Can we help pay his water bill to allow his sprinklers to run all day long? Facing the sidewalk?
Someone posted they cannot stand on the road?

Alok Sharma
Donna, sprinkler is off the table at this point. The concern is that these people might get violent
and damage the property. First thing is to have good security system/cameras to protect the life
and property of the targeted family.

Joe Lewis
People really have to stop unironiclly recommending sprinklers.

Erich Kussman
Joe Lewis well... it was interesting that one of the officers suggested it...

Joe Lewis
Mannn really?

Erich Kussman
Joe Lewis yup

Joe Lewis
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Yingchao Zhang

We do need all the options on the table to choose from. Ultimately, it is the decision of Teng’s
family. We are here to support them, and hopefully get rid of these harassers soon.

Susan Adams
Following and happy to help

Jason Crawford
it may be childish but I'm in favor of Water Balloons.

Melinda Rubenstein
Jason Crawford gotta say this made me chuckle

Lynda Levy
One of the people mentioned in the article was able to successfully get a protective order. Is that not
possible here?

Alok Sharma
Lynda, if you know expert lawyers about this can you please refer.

Lynda Levy
Alok Sharma I don't unfortunately but I would imagine someone in WW must

Yan Mei Wang
Lynda Levy We are doing that now, going through the legal approach with a human rights lawyer
recommended.
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Susan Roy
Lynda Levy this is what I would recommend as well. As a lawyer in town (and a resident who
feels terrible about what is happening to this family) I am happy to help out.

Daniel Arthur-Gay
David Henderson ... �  🤐

Jim Solloway
David Henderson Mr. Teng himself that the protestors in front of his house are members of the

Falun Gong. These people are very confused and very confusing.

David Henderson
Daniel Arthur-Gay answer the question

Daniel Arthur-Gay
David Henderson the thread said don’t engage with the conspiracy theory protestors so I didn’t

Melinda Rubenstein
Thanks ALL..disengage/ don’t give them an audience but do the more important work of
dismantling them. In other words: Don’t take the bait. Thanks for sending- before I headed over
again in protest! Gotta say, I am appreciating the deeper wisdom of our community members. 
Please keep us updated on how to offer support to Mr. Biao Teng and his family. Much gratitude for
your efforts ❤ 

Dee Lincoln
Thank you for the update. I appreciate the dialogue that has occurred so that myself, and others, can
learn more and be proactive, in a helpful way regarding this issue.

Joe Lewis
Ive been going through the my stream grabbing what I can. I have a huge chunk of his argument. I've
been trying to pinpoint more spots like this though:  

https://clips.twitch.tv/FragileArtisticYakSoBayed

j0elewis - Direct Residents
clips.twitch.tv
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Jim Solloway
Joe Lewis tell the guy to come around with his Ferrari. I think he’s jerking you around.

Joe Lewis
Well there are a few ways to easily confirm it with local dealers. Ferrari's are not flying off the
shelves and even a smaller amount of individuals LIVE in West Windsor and have Ferrari's.  

It was like my green mustang. I was the only person in Mercer County with a green mustang.

Jim Solloway
Joe Lewis if he is indeed a resident he should tell you his name. After all, we’re all neighbors.

Joe Lewis
Yeah-Its possible. I think something that could be helpful is to try to find the stream that they were
doing. They were live while I was live.

Joe Lewis
My community has been working on it since yesterday.

Jim Solloway
Joe Lewis if that guy really is a resident I propose that you, Alok and I picket the guy’s house 😉

Joe Lewis
I'm staying hommmmmmemeeeeeee

Yingchao Zhang
Joe Lewis, regardless their opinion and platform, the way they conducted themselves (I’ve not
heard the curses words they used in Chinese in my 57-year life time), the constant harassment
and intimidation to people who disagree with their ring leader, Mr. Wengui Guo, is below any
human decency. Now they captured my name (I told them my name in hope to get theirs, but
they’d not tell me back their names), they started attacking me on their website. Basically,
whoever is in their way to harass their targeted dissidents will be grossly classified as CCP spies
or “enemy”. Insane beyond any logics or belief.

Alix Canciello
Yingchao Zhang I am so sorry, YZ.
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Yingchao Zhang
Alix Canciello thank you. I’m not afraid of them. But we are dealing with some dark force here,
folks. Let’s be brave, but smart at the same time.

Jackie Alberts

Yingchao Zhang YZ thank you for standing up to the dark forces and keep us informed on ways
to support our neighbor.

Alix Canciello
Is it helpful to pick up stuff his family needs? That way we could drop it off with them and they don’t
have to leave their house. ALTHOUGH NO ONE SHOULD HAVE TO BE FEARFUL OF LEAVING
THEIR HOME.

Yan Mei Wang
Alix Canciello We are working on a plan in regards to how can we help in this aspect.

Manal V Mehta
Yan Mei Wang Alix Cancielloif any drop offs or pick ups needed for the family/kids (food, meds,
essentials etc.) in order to avoid confrontation on their property please ping me. i am happy to
assist and i might unfortunately have a stink face if i see any protester in my path.

Yan Mei Wang
Manal V Mehta Thank you so much for the offer.

Shekhar Deshpande
Yingchao Zhang Alok Sharma we appreciate what you are doing and would be happy to help in
any way we can. Thank you!!

Yingchao Zhang
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Yingchao Zhang
Shekhar Deshpande thank you for the overwhelming support from our believed community.
We’re in this together.

Susan Roy
Yingchao Zhang that is horrible. We will have your back too.

Yingzi Deng
Esther Sun Thank you for keeping us posted! “ Police is well aware of the issue “ and then? From
what had happened in the past week and the video shared here, can we still consider this as a
“peaceful” demonstration? Confused😥

Esther Sun
Yingzi Deng it is legal hence not much police can do

Tom Godfrey
I am happy to be of help if I can be useful to the family.

Joe Lewis
Esther Sun Check your messages. I sent you one but it would be other "Message Requests"

Esther Sun
Joe Lewis I did not find the message but initiated a message to you

Atul Ahuja
Alok Sharma, Yingchao Zhang - let me know if I can do something (including joining you anywhere or
running any errand).
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Yingchao Zhang
Atul Ahuja thank you 🙏

Aravind Rasbagh
If someone can get a restraining order like this to protest in from of a home, can’t it be done here too?

Yingchao Zhang
Aravind Rasbagh Good thought. The family is exploring that option.

Yan Mei Wang
Aravind Rasbagh This is what we should do. Are trying.

David Henderson
Aravind Rasbagh that’s right, keep trying to protect the communist

Yingchao Zhang
David Henderson kidding, right?

Lori Watson
Lisa Garwood asked me to let you know that she and Lauren are working directly with the Tengs. You
can DM Lisa for more info, and if you are/have an attorney you'd like to share with her, please DM her.
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Thank you. (She & Lauren have requested to be added to the group, but have not heard anything.

Lori Watson
From Lisa Garwood: Good morning! Here's the update. Not good news, but if you could please
post this on WW Peeps so everyone is on the same page. (Hopefully, Lauren and I will be given
access today) 

From Lauren: 
I received the following message from my contact at the NJ ACLU, which reflects the answer I’ve
received from every lawyer I’ve talked to. I don’t believe any lawyer will help us at this point.  

Hi, Lauren. As I understand it, the primary problem is protesters outside Teng Biao's home. I'm
not sure what can be done about that. I'm not a lawyer, but there was a SCOTUS case called
Masden that essentially allows this sort of protest. At least that's how I understand it. If the
protesters aren't on his lawn or making threats, I'm not sure he can make them go away.  

The ACLU has supported the right to protest in residential areas, so I don't think my lawyer
colleagues can help. 

I'd also flag that some elected officials in Hudson County have just secured a restraining order
against protesters who've been protesting outside one of their private homes. Whether or not that
restraining order gets upheld might help inform Teng Biao's options. I expect it will get challenged
and thrown out. 

Good luck! I hope these people will eventually lose interest. 

Andrea

Jackie Alberts
Thank you for the update
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